
Titan by Mack®

Its chrome grabs attention. Its power
commands respect.
The all-new Titan by Mack is a colossal feat of engineering. This
massive truck features a 605-horsepower, MP10 engine — Mack’s
largest ever. Its torque ratings are in a stratosphere all their own. And
its bold, chrome styling expresses the pride of Mack while lifting the 
spirits of every trucker that saddles up behind the wheel. Designed 
specifically for the heavy transport market, Titan is ideal for logging, 
oil field, heavy equipment and severe, heavy-haul applications.

Heavyweight power. 
Under its long-nose hood, Titan features a standard 16-liter MP10
engine that packs up to 605 horses. This bold addition to the proven
Mack MP™ Engine Series boasts a best-in-class torque rating of
2,060 ft.-lbs. at 1,200 RPMs. Titan shines in special-permit, heavy-haul 
assignments as it delivers the spine-tingling power and eye-popping 
performance needed to tackle the toughest jobs on the planet.

 The MP10 is available in 515-, 565- and 605-horsepower models,
 and comes in the MaxiCruise® engine family for premium performance
 in heavy transport applications.

 Using an advanced combustion system, the MP10 engine combines
 sophisticated software, intelligent fuel injectors and improved air
 management systems to achieve exceptional fuel economy.

 It features 30,000-mile oil drain intervals and convenient access
 points for hassle-free servicing.

 The MP10 meets strict US’07 emissions requirements.

 A high-capacity cooling package is standard on Titan to ensure the
 MP10 provides optimal performance under load.

 The Mack PowerLeash™ engine brake delivers an impressive 575
 braking horsepower at 2,100 RPMs. And with its near-instantaneous
 braking, its responsiveness gives drivers confidence behind the wheel.



Royal treatment. 
Starting with its classy button tuck interior, the Titan cab features a 
luxurious work environment. From its smart-designed, wraparound 
dash to pedals mounted in-line and suspended above the cab floor, 
the whole Titan interior is built for the driver so there’s no stretching 
and less fatigue during operation. And thanks to its imposing stature, 
Titan provides drivers an elevated seat position for improved visibility 
of the world around them.

 The instrument cluster features large, easy-to-read displays and
 gauges to help keep drivers focused on the road.

 The available Lectronix T7000 navigational radio integrates
 entertainment, navigation, a blind spot camera display and
 vehicle, trip and tire-pressure monitoring systems.

 Mack’s Co-Pilot™ display, which utilizes a four-button steering-column
 stalk, comes standard. This system gives drivers 50 screens that
 feature real-time fuel economy and trip data, detailed maintenance
 and fault summaries, and supplemental sensor readings.

 The road-tested V-MAC® IV advanced electronics system has over
 a hundred programmable features to better manage the truck.

 The clutch pedal is air-assist and positioned lower to help drivers
 work more productively.

 By simply pressing a foot pedal, the steering column can be
 adjusted to an infinite number of positions to place the steering
 wheel exactly where you want it for maximum comfort, increased
 belly room and improved visibility of all gauges.

 Lighting controls can be accessed from the ground to facilitate
 pre-trip inspections.

 The galvanized-steel cab dramatically reduces noise and vibration
 for a smooth, quiet ride.

 The cab has plenty of convenient overhead storage bins and
 enhanced, four-point lighting.

 The dash comes nicely appointed in two finishes — woodgrain or
 brushed nickel.



Knockout style. 
The goal was to create a truck with stylish features every bit as 
commanding as Titan is powerful. And to that we say — mission
accomplished. Titan proudly displays a dominant chrome grille surround
and impressive, one-of-a-kind dual air intakes and filters to complement
its sleek lines and long hood. Titan exhibits all the best qualities you
expect from Mack, and is bound to draw awe-inspiring stares at 
every turn.

 The chrome sun visor is available in a standard or 13-inch-deep
 extended option.

 The high-capacity cooling package is a standard offering on Titan.

 The massive four-inch-wide chrome metal grille surround is pure
 attitude, and the new design allows for improved airflow.

 The fog lights dress up the grille.

 The LEXAN® headlight covers are impact resistant and offer easy
 accessibility for replacing bulbs.

 The Titan bumper is available with a center tow pin.

 The chrome eyebrow on the wheel wells is durable and helps
 protect the hood.

 Titan features bright-finish, dual-vertical stacks with seven-inch
 chrome Bullhorns.

 Titan is accented by quad trumpet air horns with snow shields.

 The beautifully designed air intakes are a perfect combination of
 elegant design and enhanced functionality.

 The standard LED cab skirt lighting is stylish, provides improved
 visibility when entering and exiting the cab, and is available with
 custom engraving for a personal touch.

 The Mack Cap DPF is hidden with a stylized stainless steel cover.

 Sitting higher for maximum ground clearance, the Mack Cornerstone™

 chassis has been enhanced for Titan and is available with a partial
 or full 5 mm inside channel.
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